
The Future Food Campus in Hamburg
is a vision of a regenerative food
production ecosystem for the city,
utilizing renewable energy and circular
economy principles.

The concept features a closed loop
circular economy model with state of the
art technologies in the city of Hamburg.
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The Vision

The Future Food Campus aspires to
change the way we produce,
transport, consume and dispose of
food today to make a significant
contribution to protecting our
environment and reducing global
warming.

The Core Objectives

Regenerative food production
combining novel food and controlled
environment agriculture

Generation of green energy and
circular economy with state-of-the-art
technologies to achieve a zero carbon
footprint

Partnerships with regenerative
agribusinesses outside the city and
providing marketplaces with logistical
support for their products

Collaboration with all relevant
stakeholders from agribusiness,
science, startups, food industry,
energy industry, society and politics

Edutainment for tourism and
educational purposes related to
climate awareness, food technology,
nutrition and sustainabilityThe Process

In this project we want to research,
design and evaluate a concept for a more
resilient, regenerative ecosystem for
feeding the city. By analyzing novel food
production, controlled indoor farming,
and state of the art technologies we hope
to create sustainable model that can be
replicated for other industries and cities
around the world.
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At the Future Food Campus
principles of circularity will be
applied and the energy as
well as material waste/ water
streams will be optimized.
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The Future Food Campus’
regenerative design uses
systems thinking to create
resilient and equitable systems
that integrate the needs of
society with the integrity
of nature.
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